Looking for the right backup power option? PG&E can help.

Whether you're looking for reliable home battery solutions, portable power stations, or energy efficient appliances, our marketplace is a great place to start. You can read reviews from the experts and get the best deals to help you find the perfect product by visiting marketplace.pge.com.

DO YOU NEED A BACKUP POWER SOURCE FOR YOUR HOME?

During a power outage, a backup power source can keep your lights on and appliances running.

If you rely on electric or battery-dependent medical technologies or have medications that require refrigeration, it is particularly important to consider a backup power source.

When determining if backup power is right for you, it is important to consider your energy needs and to understand how to use your backup power source correctly and safely.

IF YOU DECIDE TO PURCHASE A BACKUP POWER SOURCE FOR YOUR HOME, YOU WILL NEED TO CONSIDER:

- **Your Energy Needs** — What are the critical appliances you’ll need during an outage? Are you dependent on a medical device or have special heating or cooling needs? Sizing your energy needs is an important first step in choosing the right generator.

- **Fuel Preferences** — Gasoline, propane, solar with backup storage? There are many factors to consider when choosing the right type of fuel including accessibility, affordability, environmental concerns and the space available for secure generator storage.

- **Installation Requirements** — A permanent standby generator, or rechargeable home battery system should be installed by a qualified professional, such as a licensed contractor. Always consult the owner’s manual for instructions on how to operate your source of backup power.

**ALTERNATIVES TO GENERATORS**

Portable power stations operate with less noise and fumes than a traditional generator. Rechargeable home battery systems use solar energy, and can automatically provide power to your home within milliseconds of an outage.

**BACKUP POWER SAFETY**

While a backup power source can be helpful during a power outage, it can also pose safety hazards when not used correctly. Improper use can risk damage to your property, or endanger the lives of you, your family, or PG&E crews who may be working to restore power.

The most important safety rule when using a backup power source is to understand and follow all safety instructions provided by the manufacturer.

**SOME GENERAL SAFETY TIPS FOR USING BACKUP POWER:**

- Don’t exceed the capacity of your backup power source. Follow the manufacturer’s specifications and consider the power needs of the device you are using.

- Use only properly sized extension cords between your device and power source to prevent overheating. Home battery systems can remove this risk, as they are directly connected to your electrical system, and do not require power cords.

- If using a fuel-burning generator, be sure it is positioned with proper ventilation. Carbon monoxide poisoning can be fatal.

- Never connect any generator (permanently installed or portable) to another power source, including PG&E power lines.